RESIDENTIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
DATE:
TIME:

April 30, 2019
9:30 am – 3:20 pm

LOCATION:

Lighting Design Lab, 2914 4th Ave S, Seattle WA

DIAL-IN:

1-877-890-9502
Enter the participant code: 770-237-832-9

WEBINAR:

http://neea.adobeconnect.com/neearac2019q3/

DESIRED OUTCOMES:

•
•

Robust discussion, feedback and advice on agenda items
Impart relevant, pertinent information to each other

AGENDA
Packet
Page(s)

Time

Topic

Lead

9:30 – 9:45

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS

Eugene Rosolie

9:45– 10:00

HOUSEKEEPING
• RAC 2019 work plan
• Packet/Informational Updates (not agenda topics)
o Residential Initiative Memos
o Streamlining Update
o Short Initiative Life Cycle (ILC) Introduction

Eugene Rosolie
Jeff Mitchell

9-16

10:00 – 10:45

Ductless Heat Pumps – Program Progress Report

Suzi Asmus

5-7

Desired Outcome: AC members are updated on activities
and consulted, and had an opportunity to offer feedback
10:45 – 11:00

Break

11:00 – 11:45

Ductless Heat Pumps – Market Progress Evaluation Report

Amy Webb

Desired Outcome: AC members are presented with findings and
consulted on the Transition Complete process for DHP
11:45 – 12:00

RAC Monthly Report Updates and Packet Memos
Desired Outcome: Collaborate with AC members to assure changes
meet expectations and achieve efficiencies.
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Eugene Rosolie

12:00 – 12:30

Lunch (provided)

12:30 – 2:00

Utility Roundtable

2:00 – 2:10

Break

2:10 - 3:00

Retail Product Platform – Market Development Evaluation

All

Desired Outcome: AC are involved so their concerns and
aspirations are understood and considered.
3:00 – 3:10

OPPORTUNITY FOR PUBLIC COMMENT

3:10 – 3:20

WRAP UP/ADJOURN
• Meeting feedback

Beth Littlehales
Dulane Moran

All
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Memorandum
April 23, 2019
TO:

Residential Advisory Committee (RAC)

FROM:

Eugene Rosolie, Stakeholder Relations Manager

SUBJECT:

RAC Packet Appendices – Q2 2019

PACKET APPROACH
This packet continues the “tiered” approach:
•

Meeting Preparation Highlights

•

Tier-1 memo for items on the agenda

•

Tier-2 memos for informational updates on items not requiring agenda time

•

Tier-3 materials provided as additional detail for those interested

INFORMATIONAL UPDATES
Enclosed please find Tier-2 informational updates on the following:
•

Page 9: RAC 2019 Workplan

•

Page 10-11: Super-Efficient Dryers

•

Page 12-13: Heat Pump Water Heaters

•

Page 14: Next Step Homes

•

Page 15: Manufactured Homes

•

Page 16: Consumer Products Regional Strategy Steering Committee

•

Page 17: Conference Coordination

•

Page 18: Portfolio Overview

•

Page 19: Residential Program Upcoming Engagement Opportunities

•

Page 20: Residential Portfolio Lifecycle Phases

ADDITIONAL DETAILS (Tier 3)
Tier-3 materials related to the agenda items and informational updates listed above will be accessible
through links in those memos. Additional Tier-3 details are available here:
•

Q2 2019 Marketing Newsletter (currently not available)

•

Q2 2019 Market Research & Evaluation

•

Q2 2019 Emerging Technology Report

•

Q1 2019 RPAC meeting notes

•

Q2/Q1 2019 Residential Workgroup meetings – See individual memos for links
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Meeting Preparation Highlights
Housekeeping:
•
•

Retail Product Platform – Where We are Today and the
Path to Scale Up (page #):

Review RAC workplan (page ).
Consider whether you want to host the next RAC meeting.

•
•
•

Ductless Heat Pumps – Program Updates & Market
Progress Evaluation Reporting for Transition Complete
and Long Term Monitoring:
•
•
•

Engagement Level: Involve – see Engagement Spectrum
There are quite a few updates in the DHP RAC memo. Bring
any questions or topics you would like to explore further
The first Evaluation results are ready for the RAC meeting.
Please review the History memo and be prepared to discuss
the results.

•

Residential Monthly Report/RAC Packet Changes:
•
•

Utility Roundtable:
•
•

Engagement Level: Involve – see Engagement Spectrum
Refresh your understanding of NEEA’s Initiative Lifecycle.
Provide preliminary overview of pending evaluation results.
For a summary of NEEA’s evaluation approach, review this
document.
Consider what additional information would be required to
build support at your organization for Market Development
advancement.

Engagement Level: Inform – see Engagement Spectrum
Bring any highlights you’d like to share with the group from
your organization. This time, we’d especially like to hear
about where you're having the most success and why that is.

•
•
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Engagement Level: Involve – see Engagement Spectrum
Bring your feedback and thoughts how we can give you the
information you need efficiently and timely.
Do you find the monthly reports useful? Are quarterly updates
sufficient?
If we go with quarterly updates through the packet what if
anything would you need in-between those updates?

Memorandum - Agenda item (Tier 1)
April 23, 2019
TO:

Residential Advisory Committee (RAC)

FROM:

Suzi Asmus, Program Manager

SUBJECT:

DHP Program – Q2 Update

Program Lifecycle:

2019 Goal: Reach homes right for 1:1 displacement with education and tools for affordable purchase
-

Buyer’s Guide – In January, GoingDuctless.com launched the new consumer side layout with more
intuitive information flow including the new Buyer’s Guide. This includes education and guidance
developed with input from Workgroup members and other subject matter experts on how to find
the right installer, questions to ask an installer, evaluating bids and understanding pricing
influencers. The .pdf versions are now ready for consumer download or utility use on
GoingDuctless.com.

-

Promotions – Fujitsu, Mitsubishi and Daikin spring promotions are all currently available
throughout the Northwest. Your marketing team can help get the word out with more information
on GoingDuctless.com/partners/utilities/promotions and by using the Project’s marketing photo
library, social media content, ready-to-use print and digital ads.

-

Community Based Organizations (CBO) – Because of the direction provided by funders in 2018, the
proposed outreach to community based organizations to partner on reaching the right homes with
affordable 1:1 DHPs was greatly scaled back. The research that was already conducted to assess the
opportunity has been documented and will be made available through GoingDuctless.com to
organizations reaching out to the Program seeking information or support. Any utilities still
interested in supporting local organizations will be able to easily direct them to these materials.

-

Adjacent Trades – For similarly reasons to CBOs, the proposed outreach to non-HVAC tradespeople
to partner in reaching the right homes with affordable 1:1 DHPs was greatly scaled back. The
research that was conducted to assess the opportunity has been incorporated into materials
appropriate for anyone considering entering the HVAC trade or adopting DHPs into their business
for the first time. DHP introduction and recommendations materials will be made available through
GoingDuctless.com for companies reaching out to the Program for information and will be made
available to distributors, manufacturers and Oriented Installers wishing to incorporate them into
their recruiting or onboarding efforts.
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2019 Goal: Improve savings and advancing new load-based performance testing rating (Seasonal COPh)
-

Advancing Seasonal Coefficient Of Performance (COP) Testing and Rating Metric
What: NEEA has been working with regional and extra-regional partners since 2015 to develop a
dynamic loads-based test procedure and metric more reflective of real world performance than
Heating seasonal performance factor (HSPF) or Seasonal Energy Efficiency Rating (SEER).
Why: HSPF and SEER are not an accurate efficiency measure for variable capacity heat pumps and
do not support consistent savings expectations. A new rating is expected to better differentiate the
most efficient systems for each climate zone.
Status: In late March, project partner Canadian Standards Association was the first to publish the
procedure. The first round of testing on 12 DHPs began in December of 2018 by NRCan and NEEA.
Nine of twelve tests have been completed to date.

-

Cold climate heat pump recommendations
What: NEEA, with input from utility subject matter experts and extra-regional partners, developed
a set of recommendations to aid utilities in developing requirements or guidance for their trade ally
networks on choosing and installing the right ductless equipment for Northwest cold climate zones.
Why: Utilities with territories in colder climates of the Northwest have looked to NEEA to find ways
to improve the reliability of DHPs in their regions. Lab testing and field studies have shown that
many additional factors can affect cold climate ductless capabilities.
Status: The Cold Climate Heat Pump Recommendations v.1 document, now available on neea.org,
provides recommendations for improving reliability of ductless performance for cold climates.
Additional communications are being developed to summarize this technical document for
installers as well as homeowners and other less technical audiences.

-

Maximizing Minisplit Savings Study
What: NEEA, BPA, and other project partners are conducting a two-year study with Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) to identify cost effective approaches to limiting the use of
electric resistance backup heating when a DHP is set as the primary heat source.
Why: To increase electric savings. Studies have shown that back-up heat settings and occupant
behavior influence the delivered savings of an installed DHP. Finding easy and inexpensive ways to
limit these disrupting factors may enable an increase to savings.
Status: Modeling is done. Winter lab testing is done. Cooling lab test is forthcoming. A final report
is expected in Q4 2019.

Supply chain engagement
The Program team has been busy in Q1 engaging the supply chain partners – Manufacturers, distributors
and installers - obtaining information on regional promotions and trainings for listings on our
GoingDuctless.com Promotions or Trainings & Events pages. We have been coordinating with utility
program staff, distributors and manufacturers to bring ductless sales training to installers throughout the
region. Reception has been very positive from all parties. The Q2 NW Ductless Heat Pump Project Supply
Chain e-Newsletter was mailed on April 10. For the first time, the team is managing the Project Master
Installer annual recertification through the online learning system.
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Workgroup Updates:
The DHP Workgroup met on February 12. They heard product updates including the update on the cold
climate ductless heat pump recommendations, lab testing of single-zone systems to the new test
procedure, work with PNNL Labs to maximize ductless heat pump efficiencies, and the updates and relaunch of SpecPro as the new HVAC Sizing Tool. The Workgroup reviewed NEEA’s Market Transformation
Initiative Lifecycle, Long Term Monitoring and Tracking approaches, and the upcoming evaluation. The
group shared the progress they are seeing in their utility territories, successes they’ve had, and
opportunities they still see. Slides and discussion notes can be found on Conduit here.
The Q2 NW Ductless Heat Pump Project Utility e-Newsletter was mailed on April 17.
Please contact Suzi Asmus if you have questions about the Ductless Heat Pump Program.
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Memorandum - Agenda item (Tier 1)
April 23, 2019
TO:

Residential Advisory Committee (RAC)

FROM:

Beth Littlehales, Senior Program Manager

SUBJECT:

2019 RPP Program – Q2 Update

Program Lifecycle:

Evaluation Status
Apex Analytics has been conducting a thorough evaluation of program strategy and supporting
documentation, including data and strategy analysis for each product in the portfolio. This work is nearly
complete, and the final report will be available later in Q2. The work underway for RPP expanded last fall to
encompass short market characterizations for each product that included a review of all data, NEEA’s
proposed baseline approach, and the product strategies flagged for near-term focus. At the RAC meeting,
we will provide a look at some of the findings expected in the final report: components of the program and
the platform that are working well, progress in certain products, and recommendations for future program
years.
Program Status
NEEA staff are planning to recommend transitioning to Market Development in Q3 2019. With the
development of an evaluation framework, as well as successful evaluations on behalf of three other
program sponsors, NEEA staff believe the program design has been sufficiently tested and is sound. The
goals of the Strategy Testing & Finalization phase have been met and NEEA staff is working to mitigate
identified risks. The program team would like to know from RAC members what information you need to
communicate with your RPAC member regarding the request for Scale-Up Approval.
To find out more about this program’s market transformation theory and 2019 objectives go here.
Please contact Beth Littlehales if you have questions about the RPP Program.
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Memorandum – Informational (Tier 2)
April 23, 2019
TO:

Residential Advisory Committee (RAC)

FROM:

Eugene Rosolie, Stakeholder Relations Manager

SUBJECT:

RAC 2019 Workplan

Our Ask of You: Please review and offer any suggestions you may have for items to include in this year’s
Workplan.
Q1 2019
Feb 7 - Portland

Q2 2019
Apr 30 - Sea Lighting Lab

Q3 2019
Aug 1 - Portland

Q4 2019
Nov 7 - Portland

Portfolio Review
Portfolio Review

Portfolio Review

Program Review
DHP/HPWH - 2019
Marketing Strat Review,
Next Step Homes - update
RPP Scale up Review

Progress review

DHP LTMT
RPP FCP Review

Manufactored Homes
Scale-up Review
Next Step Homes
Scale-up Approval
Retail Product Portfolio
Scale-up Approval

REGIONAL MARKET STRATEGIES
Progress Review
Progress review

Progress Review

CODES & STANDARDS

EMERGING TECH
GOVERNANCE/OTHER
Workplan update
Workplan update
Workplan update
RAC Roundtable
RAC Roundtable
RAC Roundtable
Annual RAC Charter Review
Review Charter
Workgroup Review

AC/WG Streamling
Q2 Meeting Location

MISC TOPICS
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Workplan update
RAC Roundtable
Confirm 2020 meeting dates

Memorandum - Informational (Tier 2)
April 23, 2019
TO:

Residential Advisory Committee (RAC)

FROM:

Stephanie Baker, Sr. Program Manager

SUBJECT:

Super-Efficient Dryer Program – Q2 Update

Program Lifecycle:

Laundry Expansion Plans
The internal Dryers team has been working since early 2018 and into 2019 to build a business case for
expansion of the program to include residential clothes washers. Below is a summary of the work done to
date, and what RAC members can expect in 2019.
Work started in early 2018 with an internal deep dive, a detailed summary of which is available is available
on Conduit. A deep dive is a holistic look at any aspect of a NEEA initiative that needs internal alignment, or
significant brain-power from across the organization. The purpose is to gain alignment within the team on a
key question or issue. The Dryers team’s key questions centered around if, and how to expand the current
clothes dryer initiative to include clothes washers.
Laundry Deep Dive Key Findings
Several key findings came out of the deep dive sessions:
• There are still large savings opportunities in laundry as a system (~>100 aMW).
• We cannot capture all energy savings potential from clothes dryers without addressing washer
technology.
• Consumers prefer inefficient top-loading washers over front-loading washers.
• Supply chain wants to sell pairs as much as possible.
Deep Dive Follow-up Activities
Because much of the opportunity to transform the laundry market lies with clothes washers, the Dryers
team began collaborating with the RPP team to articulate NEEA’s over-arching clothes washer market
transformation strategy. Together, those teams identified a need for additional clothes washer activities
beyond the work RPP is currently doing. Those activities include:
• Execute on RTF research strategy
• Conduct testing and analysis of efficient GE agitator washers
• Research and quantify current clothes washer market trends and consumer motivations.
• Market outreach including manufacturers and Oak Ridge National Lab
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To formalize this work, the Dryers and RPP teams co-authored a memo for internal approval by NEEA’s
Portfolio Management Team. This will formalize the addition of residential clothes washers as a separate
initiative in NEEA’s residential portfolio (see ILC graphic above). That proposal was just finalized in March of
2019 and is expected to receive an internal review in Q2 2019.
Next Steps - 2019
• Ensure clothes washer efforts align as part of NEEA’s product grouping work in preparation for the
Cycle 6 business plan.
• Begin funder engagement to socialize the opportunity to move towards a combined product
efficiency effort.
Please contact Stephanie Baker if you have questions about the Super-Efficient Dryer Program.
Link to Dryers Workgroup page on Conduit: https://conduitnw.org/Pages/Community.aspx?RID=218
Note: The Workgroup page on Conduit is marked “private” due to the sensitive nature of some
manufacturer development plans. If you do not have access to the files linked above, please contact
Stephanie Baker.
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Memorandum - Agenda item (Tier 2)
April 23, 2019
TO:

Residential Advisory Committee (RAC)

FROM:

Jill Reynolds, Program Manager

SUBJECT:

Heat Pump Water Heater Program – Q2 Update

Program Lifecycle:

Key Accounts: NEEA is working with a targeted selection of Key Installer Accounts to address ongoing,
pervasive adoption barriers in the supply chain. Installers are still reluctant to offer HPWHs to their
customers, but when they do, our research shows their customer will select a HPWH 30 – 50% of the time.
We will work with our Key Installer Accounts to enhance their existing marketing and training channels and
brands and help them promote HPWHs. NEEA’s approach is:
1. Distributors: continue working with distributors to encourage stocking and selling HPWHs.
a. Continue using $40/HPWH unit data collection incentive to obtain sales data from
distributors/encourage adoption of HPWHs
b. Introducing an inclining block incentive targeting margin and manufacturer incentive programs
by paying distributers in blocks based on monthly unit sales and by providing them an
allowance to run contractor incentive programs
2. Installers: work with manufacturers, distributors, utilities, etc. to identify “Key Account” installer
companies.
a. Key Installer Accounts will receive dollars towards marketing, training, home show support, etc.
b. Below is a table mapping Key Installer Accounts to the utility territories they operate in:
Utility
Avista
Clark Public Utilities
Grant PUD
Pacific Power/Energy Trust

Key Account
Gold Seal
Fast Water Heater, Wolfer’s Home Services, Poseidon,
D&F Plumbing
Campbell & Company
Bend Heating & Sheet Metal, Fast Water Heater, George
Morlan, Kevin Cohen Plumbing, Wolfer’s Home Services,
Evenflo Plumbing, Poseidon, Stutzman Services, Kevin
Cohen Plumbing
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Portland General Electric/Energy Trust
Puget Sound Energy
Tacoma Power
Seattle City Light
Snohomish County PUD

Fast Water Heater, George Morlan, Wolfer’s Home
Services, Poseidon, Stutzman Services, D&F Plumbing
Fast Water Heater, Poseidon, Day & Nite Plumbing &
Heating
Fast Water Heater, Fast Water Heater, Poseidon, Day &
Nite Plumbing & Heating
Fast Water Heater, Fast Water Heater, Poseidon, Day &
Nite Plumbing & Heating
Fast Water Heater, Poseidon, Day & Nite Plumbing &
Heating

Please contact Jill Reynolds if have a Key Account you’d like NEEA to work with.
Workgroup Updates:
The HPWH program has not had a 2019 workgroup meeting. NEEA staff are looking to schedule a
workgroup meeting in late-May/early-April.
Please contact Jill Reynolds if you have questions about the HPWH Program.
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Memorandum - Informational (Tier 2)
April 23, 2019
TO:

Residential Advisory Committee (RAC)

FROM:

Jonathon Belmont, Sr. Program Manager

SUBJECT:

Next Step Homes Program – Q2 Update

Program Lifecycle:

Program Updates:
Standard Modeling Protocol: The Standard Modeling Protocol (SMP) used for the Performance Path is
scheduled to sunset as a Regional Technical Forum (RTF) active protocol measure at the end of 2019, following
its current, two-year initial approval period. The SMP is the unifying approach to energy modeling that results in
utility-grade energy savings for the region and allows utilities to incent residential new construction activity
based on the results determined through AXIS using the SMP. Next Step Homes program staff have been
working with the RTF on providing the information and data required to analyze the current protocol and
provide the insight necessary to authorize an extension to the sunset for the SMP. Re-approval of the SMP for
continued use in the region is anticipated.
Home Certifications: Home certifications collected in AXIS for utility energy efficiency programs and voluntary
home certification programs continue to grow in 2019. Through Q1 2019, 90 homes have been certified in utility
energy efficiency programs in the performance path with another 257 certifications in progress. When combined
with other, voluntary home certification data collected this year, the number of certifications grows to over
1,000 for Q1 2019 and over 1,500 more in progress.
Improvements and Relaunch of HVAC Sizing Tool (Formerly SpecPro)
What: Updating the cloud-based room-by room HVAC loads calculator and duct sizing tool developed by NEEA
and CLEAResult and re-launching the tool to the supply chain through Next Step Homes and NW Ductless Heat
Pump Project channels.
Why: To increase savings and improve homeowner comfort and satisfaction. Improper heat pump sizing can
reduce savings and occupant comfort. This provides an easy and affordable tool for contractors to calculate
zonal heating loads in 15 minutes and will provide additional data for the region to improve supply chain training
and recommendations.
Status: Updated software, beta testing complete, soft launch for utility and existing users in Q2, full launch
expected in 2019 where it will be posted on BetterBuiltNW.com.
Please contact Jon Belmont if you have questions about the Next Step Homes Program.
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Memorandum - Informational (Tier 2)
April 23, 2019
TO:

Residential Advisory Committee (RAC)

FROM:

Neil Grigsby, Portfolio Program Manager

SUBJECT:

Manufactured Homes Program – Q2 Update

Program Lifecycle:

Online Awareness Campaign:
An online campaign launched in February to increase NEEM+ awareness with potential manufactured home
buyers and highlight the benefit of energy efficiency in manufactured homes, where homebuyers can find
NEEM retailers, and where utility incentive information can be found. The campaign uses digital advertising
and an animated infographic to spur homebuyers find a retailer and ask about NEEM+. A campaign landing
page is hosted by NEEMhomes.com where homebuyers can find a retailer and links to Utility websites to
learn about NEEM incentives. The campaign will run through Q4 2019.
The campaign launched February 21 and the following data is as of March 31:
•
•
•
•
•

The campaign generated over 1.18 million impressions, 754k completed video views and 6,312
clicks back to the NEEM landing page.
There were 262 conversions on the “Find a Retailer” link and 174 conversions on the “Retailer URL”
links.
The industry benchmark for conversions is 2.85%. As of March 31, the Retailer URL Conversion Rate
was 2.8% and the Find a Retailer Conversion rate was 4.2%.
Google Search is responsible for the majority of conversions and has a much more efficient costper-conversion. This is due to the nature of the highly targeted search ads reaching consumers
actively showing an intent to purchase and/or researching NEEM offerings.
Top performing search terms are: Manufactured Homes, Modular Homes, and Prefab Homes

February NEEM+ Regional Webinar Notes can be found on Conduit here.
February NEEM+ Regional Webinar Presentation can be found on Conduit here.
Please contact Neil Grigsby if you have questions about the Manufactured Homes Program.
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Memorandum - Informational (Tier 2)
April 23, 2019
TO:

Residential Advisory Committee (RAC)

FROM:

Jon Clark, Strategic Market Manager

SUBJECT:

Consumer Products Regional Strategy Steering Committee – Q2 Update

Program Updates:
In Q1, a final call was made for commitments to fund the smart-thermostat research plan developed by the
Consumer Products Regional Strategy Steering Committee (CPSC) and approved by the Regional Technical
Forum (RTF). This research will keep the current RTF smart-thermostat measure from sun-setting in
November 2019. While the commitment level fell short of the target, we believe we have secured enough
funding and will be fielding an RFP for the work. NEEA will be leading the RFP process at the direction of
CPSC members.
A special thank you goes out to Doug Dickson, Snohomish PUD, for bringing the effort to this point.
Please contact Jon Clark, jclark@neea.org if you have questions about the CPSC smart-thermostat work.
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Memorandum – Agenda item (Tier 2)
April 23, 2019
TO:

Residential Advisory Committee (RAC)

FROM:

Eugene Rosolie, Stakeholder Relations Manager

SUBJECT:

Conference Coordination

Overview:
In response to a NEEA Board discussion last year about conference/event attendance, NEEA developed a
(1) Tracking system to improve its management of who’s going to what, and
(2) Criteria that improves NEEA’s ability to manage to its annual operations plan and budget.
There is an opportunity to ensure that we’re connecting as appropriate in advance and sharing out key
relevant takeaways afterwards with the region. This will be a standing housekeeping item for this Advisory
Committee moving forward.
Please review the Upcoming Event agenda(s) linked below and email me (erosolie@neea.org) if you’d like
to coordinate with NEEA staff in advance of the event, and/or if there are specific topics/breakouts you’d
like to hear about at our next RAC meeting.
Upcoming Events:
Date

Conference

Report

5/14/2019

Efficiency Exchange 2019

Internal

5/20/19

LightFair

Internal

5/30/19

CEE Summer Program
Meeting

Internal

6/22/19

ASHRAE Annual Conference

Internal
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NEEA Portfolio Overview

Portfolio Status as of March 2019

Consumer
Products

Heat Pump Water
Heater Split System

New
Construction
(Commercial &
Residential)

Manufactured
Homes

Retail Product
Portfolio

Heat Pump Water
Heaters

Super Efficient
Dryers

Ductless Heat Pumps

Next Step Home

Commercial Codes
Enhancement

TVs
Residential CFLs
White Goods
Efficient Homes

Integrated Design
Lab

Commercial
Lighting

Reduced Wattage
Lamp Repl.
Luminaire Level
Lighting Control
Top Tier Trade Ally

Other Markets

Air Nozzle

Window
Attachments
(Comm and Res)
Industrial Motor
Product Labeling/
XMP

1

Dedicated Outdoor
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Air System

Codes & Stds
Ind. Tech. Training
Comm Real Estate
Comm & Ind. SEM

RETA CRES
Refrigeration
Operator Cert
Drive Power
BldgOp Cert/Exp
Commissioning
80Plus

Upcoming Engagement Opportunities
Ductless Heat Pumps:
•

•

Q2 installer training and meeting events are happening now.
These events often include an invitation to utility
representatives to present about your rebates, trade ally
networks, and program requirements. The Program team has
notified utilities of upcoming events. If your utility is interested
in attending or hosting an event, please contact Suzi Asmus.
RAC members as well as workgroup members will be invited to
a. Stakeholder Workshop on DHP Long Term Monitoring and
Tracking scheduled for June 5th in Portland. Detail information
will be available in the coming days.

Next Step Homes:
•

Retail Products Portfolio:
•

•

No funder opportunities currently scheduled.

Manufactured Homes:
•

No funder opportunities currently scheduled. Workgroup
meeting will be scheduled for May.

Super-Efficient Dryers:

Heat Pump Water Heaters:
•

No funder opportunities currently scheduled.

No funder opportunities currently scheduled.
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No funder opportunities currently scheduled.

Residential Portfolio Lifecycle Phases

Ductless Heat Pumps

Scanning &
Concept
Concept
Opportunity
Identification Assessment

Market&
Product
Assessment

Strategy
Testing &
Finalization

Heat Pump Water
Heaters
Residential Lighting

Market
Long-term
Development Monitoring

Anticipated Next
Milestone move
2020 – Currently
evaluating
Q4 2023
Early 2008

Manufactured Homes

Q4 2019

Northwest ENERGY
STAR® Homes
Next Step Homes

April 2016

Retail Product
Portfolio
Super-Efficient Dryers

Q3 2019

Q3 2019

Q3 2020
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